BOTSWANA BIRDING SAFARI
March 10 - 21, 2008
(updated 6/18/2007)

Victoria Falls, Zambia
(Optional Post Trip Extension)
March 21 to 23, 2008
YOUR ITINERARY

DAY 1 ~ MONDAY ~ MARCH 10
NEW YORK / EN ROUTE
Your journey begins this morning as you board your South African Airways flight at John F. Kennedy International Airport for your overnight flight to Johannesburg. (Meals Aloft)

DAY 2 ~ TUESDAY ~ MARCH 11
JOHANNESBURG
Upon arrival at the Johannesburg International Airport early this evening, you will be met and escorted to your hotel, The Grace. Overnight at THE GRACE. (B Aloft)

DAYS 3/4/5 ~ WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY ~ MARCH 12, 13, 14
XIGERA
You will board your light aircraft for your flight to one of the world’s most distinctive regions, the Okavango Delta – the earth’s largest inland water system. Its headwaters start in Angola’s western highlands, with numerous tributaries joining to form the Cubango River, which then flows through Namibia (called the Kavango) and finally enters Botswana, where it is then called the Okavango. Millions of years ago the Okavango River used to flow into a large inland lake called Lake Makgadikgadi (now Makgadikgadi Pans). Tectonic activity and faulting interrupted the flow of the river causing it to backup and form what is now the Okavango Delta. This has created a unique system of waterways that now supports a vast array of animal and plant life that would have otherwise been a dry Kalahari savannah.

You will stay at Xigera Camp (pronounced keejera), which is situated in the heart of the Okavango on Paradise Island, within the Moremi Game Reserve. The camp consists of ten luxuriously furnished walk-in tented rooms, each with ensuite facilities and outdoor showers. All rooms are raised off the ground and are built within a shady grove offering superb views of the floodplain to the east of camp and its attractive waterhole that is frequently visited by red lechwe. Meals are taken in the dining room overlooking the main river, which along with the pub and lounge is under a thatch roof. Activities focus mainly on mokoro rides through the quiet waterways, as well as short walking safaris. You may get lucky enough to get good views of the elusive sitatunga antelope along the way – with its webbed feet, the sitatunga seems to walk on water. Drives are also offered (if water levels are low enough) as well as boat trips on the river (if water levels are high enough). Birding in the area is excellent, with Pels Fishing Owl, Malachite Kingfisher, African Fish Eagle, Black Heron, Wattled Crane amongst the many species of birds regularly sighted. On our last tour, we also saw African Open bill, African Pygmy Goose, White-browed Coucal, weavers, oxpeckers, waxbills, and more.

One unique feature that Xigera offers is the footbridge in front of the camp. It is the only way predators can cross from island to island without having to swim. A "long-jump pit" has been built with soft sand, which each animal is forced to walk over when they use the bridge. Every evening the sand is raked smooth. Each morning guests are able to read the "newspaper" and see what animals have walked through camp. Almost every night lion, hyena and leopard stroll through camp!

Overnights at XIGERA CAMP. (All Meals Daily)
**DAYS 6/7/8 ~ SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY ~ MARCH 15, 16, 17**

**CHITABE**

Fly to another one of Okavango’s exciting tented camps. Chitabe Camp, is situated on one of the most beautiful islands in the Okavango Delta. The reserve’s boundary in the east is the Gomoti Channel and in the west the Santantadibe River. The area is made up of a variety of habitats, which include waterways and marshlands, dry acacia and mopane woodland, riverine areas, open grasslands and seasonally flooded plains. Located on a private concession alongside the Moremi Game Reserve, Chitabe offers classic Okavango scenery and a great wildlife experience. Such diverse eco-systems in turn make for a wonderful array of wildlife, including elephant, buffalo, lion, leopard, and cheetah, as well as most other species of wildlife associated with Africa. Chitabe is particularly famous for the enormous herds of buffalo that move through the concession, and for sightings of the rare and highly endangered African painted wolf ('wild dog'). Birds seen here on our last tour included Common Ostriches, Pearl-spotted Owlet, African Grey Hornbill, Tawny-flanked Prinia, various babblers, weavers, etc.

Accommodation at Chitabe is in eight luxurious tents built on elevated teak decks, under a lush canopy of indigenous trees. Each tent is well decorated with very comfortable beds, en-suite facilities and a lovely balcony overlooking the open flood plain in front of the camp. A separate thatched dining room and living area, also attractively decorated, is linked to the tents by raised teak walkways. From the walkways the prolific wildlife often moving through camp can be safely viewed. Activities include day and night wildlife drives in open 4x4 vehicles as well as nature walks. This is not a water activity camp. Wildlife seen here includes elephant, buffalo, lion, leopard and cheetah. Wild dog are among the major wildlife attractions of the area. You should also see zebra, red lechwe, impala, and all the plains species. Night drives can be very rewarding, giving you rare opportunities to view animals such as civet, serval, genet, pangolin, porcupine and aardwolf.

This is Dr. Tico McNutt’s territory, head of the Botswana Wild Dog Project, the longest running project on these rare creatures – the second most endangered carnivore in Africa (after the Ethiopian wolf). Tico, a native from Seattle, has made wild dogs his life’s work and has been studying these fascinating mammals since the late 1980’s. Dr. McNutt and his wife Lesley Boggs are the authors of *Running Wild: Dispelling the Myths of the African Wild Dog*, a table book beautifully photographed by Helene Heldring and Dave Hamman (the owners of Chitabe).

Overnights at CHITABE CAMP. (All Meals Daily)
KINGS POOL
You now fly to Kings Pool, located in a private reserve in the Linyanti/Savuti Channel area in the northern part of Botswana, on the western boundary of Chobe National Park. The source of the Savuti Channel is within this private reserve. The Linyanti Reserve consists of 308,880 acres of prime wildlife countryside. The region has all the diversity to make it a paradise for wildlife. Inland there are enormous acacia and mopane forests, which sustain large numbers of elephants in the winter months. Elephants are one of the area’s biggest attractions along with the red lechwe antelope, zebra, wildebeest, impala, waterbuck, sable, roan, eland as well as giraffe, baboon, monkey, warthog, crocodile and buffalo. Then, there are the predators – lion, leopard, cheetah, wild dog and hyena and the nocturnal animals – bushbabies, spring hare, aardwolf, genet, pangolin and the smaller predators. Birds seen here include the large Secretarybirds, Hamerkop, Saddle-billed Stork, African Sacred Ibis, Hadeda Ibis, Bateleur, Ruff(Reeve) and the Southern Red-billed Hornbill (as well as many others).

Accommodations are in nine very luxurious twin-bedded tented rooms under cool thatch overlooking the hippo-filled lagoon in front of the camp. Each of the bedrooms has its own large sleeping area, lounge, private swimming pool and a sala. Each en suite bathroom has a shower, hand basin and flush toilet. There is an outdoor shower too for those who prefer to be closer to Africa’s natural elements. The main lounge, pub and dining room are under thatch, and there is a swimming pool built into the deck. The main area is linked to the bedrooms by a raised walkway. Activities include game drives in open 4x4 Land Rovers, night drives, boat safaris (water levels permitting) and guided walks. Professional guides and/or trackers, who are carefully chosen for their knowledge and experience of the bush, lead all activities. They receive extensive training to ensure that your encounters with the African wilderness are exciting, informative, and safe.

Overnights at KINGS POOL CAMP. (All Meals Daily)

DAY 11 ~ THURSDAY ~ MARCH 20
MAUN / JOHANNESBURG / EN ROUTE
Enjoy a last wildlife run this morning and a hearty breakfast before flying back to Johannesburg. Connect with your South African Airways overnight flight to New York on South African Airways. Or continue on to the Victoria Falls extension. (B,Meals Aloft)

DAY 12 ~ FRIDAY ~ MARCH 21
NEW YORK
This morning you land New York bringing with you the memories of all the wonderful sights of Southern Africa. (Meals Aloft)
OPTIONAL POST-TOUR EXTENSION TO VICTORIA FALLS, ZAMBIA

DAYS 11/12 ~ THURSDAY, FRIDAY ~ MARCH 20, 21
LIVINGSTONE, ZAMBIA / VICTORIA FALLS
Fly to Livingstone, nestled close to Victoria Falls in Zambia. At more than twice the size of Niagara Falls it’s no surprise that Victoria Falls are among the Seven Wonders of the World. Mosi-oa-Tunya – The Smoke that Thunders – derived from the towering column of spray when the Zambezi River runs high, is the name that Zimbabwe's local people have given to this awesome natural phenomenon. Five separate falls make up this incredible spectacle that plunges more than 300 feet into a sheer-sided chasm, which separates Zimbabwe from Zambia. The awe-inspiring abyss is spanned by a 1905 Edwardian bridge, which links the two countries and many adventurers now use to bungee jump. The masses of water plunging down the Falls and into the gorge below originate from the mighty Zambezi River that meanders through more than 1,600 miles of African countryside.

You will stay at Tongabezi Lodge, a luxurious lodge ideally located on a sweeping bend, with an air of romance and indulgence tucked away in one of the most beautiful locations in the world, just upstream from Victoria Falls. The main lodge is set amongst ebony and acacia trees alongside the Zambezi River and features a rock-hewn swimming pool, special hide for bird watching (with over 300 species recorded) and a quaint dining and lounge area. The lodge, and its surroundings, invites relaxation and a chance to experience nature at a meandering pace. Life here is understated but refined with a strong sense of the spirit of the real Africa. Architecturally unique cottages are romantically dotted on the banks with views of the Zambezi.

Here, you will have an opportunity to tour the falls on the Zambian side. At this time of year, you will likely see, hear and feel the true power of the falls, as the water will be high. You can also enjoy a sunrise or sundown boat excursion along the Zambezi River, watching hippos snort, elephants drink on the riverbank, monkeys jump from branch to branch, and much more. You’ll also get a chance to visit a local village to see a culture and ways of life that remains virtually unchanged through the ages. Long after you’ve left, this cultural visit will remain with you, as you’ll feel as though you’ve experienced a different part of Africa, quite essential if you’re to understand the complexity of this continent. You can also visit a nearby market or observe wildlife at Mosi-oa-Tunya Game Reserve. At additional cost, you can also arrange other activities. Overnights at TONGABEZEI LODGE. (All Meals Daily)

DAY 13~ SATURDAY ~ MARCH 22
LIVINGSTONE/ JOHANNESBURG / EN ROUTE
Last chance to photograph the incredible Falls, relax at your charming lodge, visit the Mosi-oa-tunya National Park which also features rhino, or shop at Livingstone, before transferring to the airport for your flight to Johannesburg. Here, connect with your overnight flight back to New York on South African Airways. (B, Meals Aloft)

DAY 14 ~ SUNDAY ~ MARCH 23 NEW YORK
This morning you land in New York bringing with you the memories of all the wonderful sights of Southern Africa.
YOUR MASS AUDUBON NATURALIST GUIDE: DAVID LARSON

David Larson is the Director of Mass Audubon’s Birder’s Certificate Program, a college-level ornithology course. He is the Education Coordinator for Mass Audubon’s Joppa Flats Education Center and Wildlife Sanctuary in Newburyport, where he designs and leads educational programs and field trips for adults and school children. He holds a Ph.D. in Zoology from the University of Minnesota and has served on the faculty of Boston University. His passion for natural history was kindled in his youth, and he has been a serious birder for 20 years. He has extensive experience leading birding groups and traveling in New England, the Mid-Atlantic states, Texas, Arizona, California, Minnesota, Washington, Churchill, Atlantic Canada, the Caribbean, Trinidad, Belize, Panama, and Japan.

YOUR LOCAL NATURALIST GUIDE: GEOFF LOCKWOOD

A bird artist, lecturer and conservationist based at the Delta Environmental Centre in Johannesburg, Geoff has written numerous books including Garden Birds of Southern Africa and is well known for his work with owls and oxpeckers. Possibly one of South Africa’s most popular guides and lecturers, he has led birding trips throughout the region as well as the Middle East. When not watching or talking about birds, he is often painting them. He has illustrated half of editions five and six of Robert’s Birds of Southern Africa, the most comprehensive book of birding in South Africa. He is a consultant at Birdlife of Southern Africa, a birding association, and the resident ornithologist on 50/50, South Africa’s premier TV nature program.

PRICES AND TERMS

BOTSWANA TOUR DATES: MARCH 10 TO 21, 2008 (Program Begins and Ends in Johannesburg, South Africa)

$8,395 Per Person, Double Occupancy, Land Only, Based on 10 Passengers
$2,495 Single Supplement, Additional

OPTIONAL EXTENSION TO: VICTORIA FALLS, ZAMBIA

$2195 Per Person, Additional, Based on a minimum of 6 travelers
$795 Single Supplement, Additional

INCLUDED IN TOUR PRICE:

- Flights within southern Africa as specified: Johannesburg to Maun roundtrip and all inter-camp flights in Botswana on the main program. Livingstone to Johannesburg on the extension.
- Superior accommodations throughout at hotels, lodges and tented camps as listed in the itinerary, or similar.
- Breakfasts daily, all meals while on safari in Botswana and in Zambia on the extension. Other meals as indicated in itinerary.
- Laundry and all beverages during safari in Botswana and in Zambia on the extension except for Champagne and imported spirits.
- All wildlife viewing by 4x4 open-air vehicles or by boat. Walking safaris may also be available, however all walking is at the discretion of the camp manager. All Park entry fees
- Massachusetts Audubon naturalist will accompany group, as well as local naturalist/Birder Geoff Lockwood
- Complimentary bottled water in safari vehicle.
- All applicable hotel/lodge gratuities and taxes.
- Medical Evacuation coverage

EXCLUSIONS

- Round-trip air from New York (provided at additional cost).
- U.S. and foreign airport taxes.
- Passport and visa fees and service charges for obtaining visas. No visas are required for South Africa and Botswana. Visas are usually waived when visiting Zambia.
- Excess baggage charges levied by airlines.
• Meals and beverages, other than specified.
• Gratuities to driver-guides and other conveyance attendants.
• Laundry (other than Botswana) and other items of a personal nature.
• Personal and baggage insurance.
• Cost for anything not specifically mentioned in the listing above.
• Optional insurance coverage is available for Baggage, Accident and Trip Cancellation/ Interruption at special low cost group rates.

Please Note: That The Itinerary Sequence Is Correct At The Time Of Writing, And Is Subject To Change.

CONDITIONS OF TRAVEL:

HOW TO BOOK: Fill out the reservation form below and send it to Massachusetts Audubon Society, South Great Road, Lincoln, MA 01773, together with a deposit of $1,000 per person for the main safari and $250 per person for each extension. Final invoicing of your trip will be done approximately four months prior to departure. Final payment is due December 6, 2007. Final payment must be made by check. Final documents will be sent to you approximately two weeks prior to departure.

CANCELLATIONS: Cancellations are only effective on receipt of written notification. The following per person fees are applicable on this safari:

• Up to 90 days prior to departure, less $200.00 handling fee, plus $250.00 per person non-refundable deposit forwarded to overseas suppliers.
• 89-60 days prior to departure, less 40% of tour cost.
• Less than 60 days prior to departure, no refunds will be given.

These cancellation fees are also in addition to any imposed by airlines. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT YOU OBTAIN THE OPTIONAL INSURANCE POLICY. INFORMATION WILL BE SENT TO YOU UPON RECEIPT OF RESERVATION FORM.

OPTIONAL AIR TRANSPORTATION: Travelers are responsible for booking their own flight arrangements. We will send you recommended flights when the minimum number of travelers is reached. SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS has direct flights from New York. For flight information and options, contact your own travel agent, at The Travel Station, in Lincoln, MA at 781-259-1200.

BAGGAGE: International flights from the U.S. allow two pieces of checked luggage, each not exceeding 50 lbs. However we recommend you travel as light as you can manage. As of April 2005, local charter flights between the camps in Botswana also allows the weight limit of 20 kilos (44 lbs.) total. (including carry-on bag and camera equipment.) Also, the size and the structure of the bag is limited. Soft duffel bags are ideal. Large suitcases are impossible to stow on smaller aircraft and should not be used. Should you arrive with excess baggage without prior warning your baggage could be delayed, as your baggage may fly into camps at a later stage at considerable extra cost to you. WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND THAT YOU OBTAIN THE OPTIONAL INSURANCE POLICY.

SINGLE SUPPLEMENT: Single accommodations are not guaranteed, but will be provided at additional cost if available (see reservation form for cost.) The single room supplement pays for privacy, not better accommodations. On occasion, in smaller lodges and camps, you may be required to share with other members of your tour group if single rooms are not available upon check-in. If this is the situation, appropriate per diem refunds are made to passengers in the event they paid for a single room but had to share during any portion of their trip. For passengers who are traveling alone and wish to share a room with another tour member, we will do our best to provide a roommate. However, if this is not possible, you will be required to pay the single room supplement prior to your departure from the USA.

TIPS AND TAXES: Gratuities for baggage handling, service charges and taxes imposed by hotels, lodges and tented camps, and entrance fees to all game reserves as outlined in the itinerary are included. U.S. and foreign airport taxes are not included and will be billed prior to your departure. Tips to driver/guides are not included and are at the discretion of the tour members. A suggested tipping chart will be forwarded with the final documents.

INOCULATIONS: We would suggest you contact your personal physician or local health department for their recommendations as to inoculations. At the time of printing, no vaccinations are required for entry into Southern Africa. However, it is also a sensible precaution for visitors to take one of the preventive pills that are in common use against malaria. Water is NOT safe to drink throughout and it is always advisable to drink bottled water, which will be provided for you free of charge in the vehicles.

RATES: All rates quoted are based on tariffs and value of foreign currencies in relation to the U.S. dollar in effect as of March 14, 2007, and are subject to change. Rates are based on a minimum of 10 passengers traveling together (with a maximum of 16 passengers, including MAS escort). The right is reserved to levy a surcharge if minimum is not met, but that is rarely done. We will do our utmost to keep to the prices as published. Should increases be forced on us by airlines, exchange rates, etc., we reserve the right to surcharge, up to a maximum of 10% of the tour fare.

INVOICING: Final invoicing of your trip will be done approximately four months prior to departure. Final payment is due 95 days prior to departure (December 6, 2007).

FINAL DOCUMENTS: Final documents and tickets will be sent to you approximately two weeks prior to departure. We regret to advise that no documents can be released if final payments are not received.
PAYMENT SCHEDULE: A deposit of $1,000 per person must be submitted with each application, plus $250 for the extension. Deposits may be paid by check or charged to American Express, MasterCard, Visa or Discover. Final payment is payable by check or money order ONLY and is due no later than 95 days prior to departure (December 6, 2007).

DEVIAIONS: Should additional reservations be required, including extensions in Europe or in Africa, we will happy to make all the arrangements. However, there will be an extra charge of $150 per person for such deviations, over and above the cost of the services required.

CHANGE FEES: Once you reserve your tour, changes are possible subject to availability of air or land space at the time of request. Should there be any change fees imposed by airlines or ground operators, or additional costs incurred due to availability of any space, this cost will be invoiced to you.

LATE BOOKING FEE: Classic Escapes reserves the right to impose a late booking fee to offset additional administrative costs for any reservations received 60 days (or closer) to the program’s departure date. This fee is $250 per person, over and above any costs incurred by airlines and suppliers.

WILD ANIMALS: Please be aware that this safari may take you into close contact with wild animals. Attacks by wild animals are rare, but no safari into the African wilderness can guarantee that this will not occur. Neither the company, nor their employees, nor agents can be held responsible for any injury or incident on the safari. Please note that not all camps are fenced.

RESPONSIBILITY: Neither Mass Audubon, nor Classic Escapes (the Company) nor any person or agent acting for, through or on behalf of the Company shall be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever arising from any cause whatsoever and without restricting the generality of the foregoing shall particularly not be responsible for loss or damage arising from any errors or omissions contained in its brochure or other literature, loss or damage caused by delays, sickness, theft, injury or death. In addition the Company shall have the right at any time at its discretion to cancel any safari or the remainder thereof or make any alteration in route, accommodation, price or other details and, in the event of any safari being rendered impossible, illegal or inadvisable by weather, strike, war, government or interference or any other cause whatsoever, the extra expenses incurred as a result thereof shall be the responsibility of the passenger. The Company may at its discretion and without liability or cost to itself at any time cancel or terminate the guest’s booking and in particular without limiting the generality of the foregoing it shall be entitled to do so in the event of the illness or the illegal or incompatible behavior of the guest, who shall in such circumstances not be entitled to any refund. The person making any booking will, by the making of such booking, warrant that he or she has authority to enter into a contract on behalf of the other person included in such a booking and in the event of the failure of any or all of the other persons so included to make payment, the person making the booking shall by his/her signature thereof assume personal liability for the total price of all bookings made by him/her.

CHANGES TO SCHEDULES: Although every effort is made to adhere to schedules it should be borne in mind that the Company reserves the right and in fact is obliged to occasionally change routes and camps on safaris as dictated by changing conditions. Such conditions may be brought about by seasonal rainfall on bush tracks, airfields and in game areas, by game migrations from one region to another, or airline or other booking problems, etc.

REFUNDS: While the company uses its best endeavors to ensure that all anticipated accommodation is available as planned, there shall be no claim of any nature whatsoever against the Company for a refund either in the whole or part, if any accommodation or excursion is unavailable and a reasonable alternative is not found. If the guest is unable to use any service provided in the itinerary, there are no refunds due.

AIRLINE CLAUSE: The airlines concerned are not to be held liable for any act, omission or event during the time the passengers are not on board their planes or conveyance. The passengers’ tickets in use by the airline or by other carriers concerned when issued shall constitute the sole contract between the airlines and the purchaser of these tickets and/or passengers.

DELAYS: We cannot be held liable for any delays or additional costs incurred as a result of airlines not running to schedule.

If one of our guides is unable to take a safari due to illness, etc. we reserve the right to substitute with another guide. This agreement is made subject to and shall be governed by and construed according to the laws of the country in which the safari takes place. Classic Escapes act merely as an agent for the operating companies.

To the best of our knowledge the itinerary is correct at the time of printing. We cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies or changes that may occur after printing.

CONSENT: The payment of the deposit OR any other partial payment for a reservation on a safari constitutes consent by all guests covered by that payment to all provisions of the conditions and general information contained in this brochure whether the guest has signed the booking form or not. The terms, under which you agree to take this safari, cannot be changed or amended except in writing signed by an authorized director of the Company.

INSURANCE: It is a condition of booking, that the sole responsibility lies with the guest to ensure that they carry the correct comprehensive travel and medical insurance to cover themselves, as well as any dependants/traveling companions for the duration of their trip to Africa. This insurance should include cover in respect of, but not limited to, the following eventualities: cancellation or curtailment of the safari, emergency evacuation expenses, medical expenses, repatriation expenses, damage/theft/loss of personal baggage, money and goods. Classic Escapes, including their representatives, employees and agents will take no responsibility for any costs, losses incurred or suffered by the guest, or guest’s dependants or traveling companions, with regards to, but not limited to, any of the above mentioned eventualities. Guests will be charged directly by the relevant service providers for any emergency services they may require, and may find themselves in a position unable to access such services should they not be carrying the relevant insurance cover.
RESERVATION FORM ~ BOTSWANA ~ MARCH 10 – 21, 2008

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: MASSACHUSETTS AUDUBON SOCIETY

SEND RESERVATION & CHECKS TO: Natural History Travel, Mass Audubon, 208 South Great Road, Lincoln, MA 01773. If you have any questions, please call: Karen O’Neill at 800-289-9504

All rates quoted are based on tariffs and value of foreign currencies in relation to the U.S. dollar in effect as of March 14, 2007, and are subject to change. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT YOU OBTAIN THE OPTIONAL INSURANCE POLICY. INFORMATION WILL BE SENT TO YOU UPON RECEIPT OF YOUR APPLICATION. RESERVATIONS ARE ACCEPTED SUBJECT TO TOUR CONDITIONS AND WILL BE CONFIRMED ONLY IF ACCOMPANIED BY COMPLETED FORM SIGNED BY THE TOUR PARTICIPANT(S).

Please reserve ________ spots on the Safari to Botswana departing on March 10, 2008.

The cost of the tour is $8,395 land only per person. The deposit of $1,000 per person, and $250 for the extension, is payable by check. Final payment is due no later than 95 days prior to departure, by check or money order only.

☐ Enclosed is my check in the amount of $________________ for deposit on the tour.

☐ I certify that I have not recently been treated for, nor am I aware of any physical or other condition or liability that would create a hazard to myself or the other members of this tour.

“I would like” -- Check Applicable Options:
☐ Single Accommodations, if Possible
☐ Request Roommate, if Available: _________________________________________
☐ Smoking ☐ Non-Smoking

08AFA0310/MAAS

Name (as appears on passport) Name (as appears on passport)

Address

City/State/Zip Code

Phone (work) Phone (home)

Email address

Passport Number, Expiration Date, Place of Issue

Passport Number, Expiration Date, Place of Issue

Date and Place of Birth

Date and Place of Birth

Signature

Signature